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NEW SERIES

ALL subscribers to THE CAMPUS will do well
to 'remember that twenty-five cents can be
saved by paying arrearages this month. All
accounts must be settled by the last of May,
as that closes the present management, and
prompt payments will not only save the management trouble, but will also accommodate
our patrons.
*
Trustees of the Athletic Association
will soon be in need of designs for a gymnasium, and THE CAMPUS suggests that the members of the Civil Engineering course take the
matter in hand and provide the same. The
plans can be gotten by calling at the sanctum
of this paper, and we will be glad to publish
the name of the successful designer.
THE

the disturbance caused by a few boys
who are wont to congregate in the hall, or back
part of . Chapel during public performances,
THE CAMPUS recommends that steps be taken
by the societies to protect themselves and
their friends who attend to listen to the performances of the evening. As the hall is under the
protection and control of the societies during
those occasions it certainly is not showing due
courtesy to those who desire to be entertained
to allow a band of heedless and ill-mannered.
boys to have an entertainment of their own
around the doors and in the halls ; but rather
have proper officials to guard the rights of
those interested. We aro glad to say that the
students, as a rule,• have shown themselves to
be gentlemen on all such occasions.
*
*
FROM

AS THERE is a

necessity of the students, in
behalf of the Athletic Association, asking the
citizens to subscribe to the fund to be raised
for building a gymnasium upon the college
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grounds, it seems but proper to make an estimate of the moneys spent by the students each
year in the town for amusements, books, clothing, board, etc. After making a little inquiry
we place the amount as follows: Enrollment,
200; per capita, $250; total sum, $5o,000. Deducting matriculation fees of $30 per year to
each student, leaves $44,000 that is spent in a
way that goes to help the trade of the town.
As this is only a rough estimate, we feel confident that even a greater sum is brought to
the town each year on account of the college,
and vet no return has ever been asked beyond
some little favor like placing an "ad." in the
college paper ; so the students may rightly ask
and justly expect to receive the support of the
town in taking upon themselves the task of
building what long ago should have been built
for them. The Association is in earnest, and
THE CAMPUS wishes them the success they
deserve. Pull hard and all together, and success will crown your efforts.
*
By desire of the Secretary of the National
Inter - Collegiate Prohibition Association we
insert the following notice and hope some
members of the local association will be bene- fited thereby. For any further particulars address Walter T. Mills, A. B., IS and 20 Astor
Place, New York City.
A PRIZE ESSAY.

W. Jennings Demorest, of New York, authorizes the Secretary of the National Inter-Collegiate Association to announce that he will give
a $25.00 Gold Medal for the best essay, and a
$ 15.00 Silver Medal for the second best, on the
first subject in this series, under rules detailed
below :
(a) Subject : "THE BALANCE OF POWER IN
AMERICAN POLITICS."

(b) The essay must not exceed 2,500 words
in length.
(c( It must be written by some member of a
-college club in membership' with the National
Inter-Collegiate Prohibition, or by some under-

graduate who is himself a member of this Association.
(d) It must be received at headquarters,
Wooster, Ohio, by April I 5th, and his club must
be clear on the books of the National Association at that time.
(e) All essays will be the property of the
National As s ociation, and the Gold Medal
Essay will be published in the second number
of The Inter-Collegiate Quarterly, together
with selections from others, of which honorable
mention will be made.
(f) It must be plainly written (a type-writer
is suggested), and the name of the author must
not appear on the MSS. On a separate sheet
he must give name, address, and the club to
which he belongs.

* * *
WHILE THE CAMPUS appreciates all efforts

of the Trustees and Educational Committee,
yet we believe that feelings of sympathy and
the spirit of earnest co-operation in all plans
of improvement in college authority would be
increased by a closer union of faculty and
students. Over a year ago the change from
Saturday to Monday as a day of recreation was
made, and though a little strange to us at first,
is now a pronounced success. It has removed
the temptation to study on Sunday and gives
better class-room results for Tuesday than the
old system for Monday.
This advance being successfully made, then
why not take another step and introduce the
system being used in many colleges. Representative government is bound to come, and
why should Allegheny be the last to adopt it ?
As a sample of such, we quote from the Butler Collegian their extract from the Hanover
Monthly:
"The government of the college is vested in
a body of students, four from the Senior class,
three from the Junior, two from the Sophomore,
and one from the Freshman. All men elected
prior to the beginning of Junior year hold
office until the beginning of Junior year. All
men elected after the beginning of Junior
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year hold through the course. For instance, a
class elects a Freshman year a single senator;
his term of office is two years. At the beginning of Sophomore year two additional men are
elected, their terms of office expiring at the
end of the year. At the beginning of Junior
year the offices of senator for the class are all
vacant, and three men are elected for two
years. Senior year a fourth man is added to
the number.
"The president of the college is president
of the senate, and presides at all meeting. All
matters of college government and decorum
are left in the hands of the senate, by a vote
of the faculty passed at the time of the institution of the senate. The action of the senate
is always final, as far as the faculty are concerned. They have no power to take up a
matter left to the senators. The president has
the power to veto. The meetings of the senate are held once a month, but the president
will call a meeting at any time at the request
of three senators. All meetings are open to
the members of the college, unless the senate,
by a two-thirds vote, decides to have a secret
session."
The following is the testimonial of President
Seelye himself :
"The plan adopted has been more successful
even than sanguine hopes had anticipated, and
no one would wish to change it now for the old
system of college government.
The great charm of conversation consists
less in the display of one's own wit and intelligence than in the powers to draw forth the resources of others. He who leaves you after a
long conversation pleased with himself, and
the part he has taken in long discourse, will be
your warmest admirer. Men do not care to
admire you ; they wish you to be pleased with
them ; they do not seek for instruction, or even
amusement, from your discourse, but they do
wish you to be acquainted with their talents
and powers of conversation; and the true man
of genius will delicately make all who come in
contact with him feel the exquisite satisfaction
of knowing they have appeared to advantage.
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THE LAST LEAP.

0

NLY a glittering toy is he,
Shown in the gas's flaring light;
With beauty of face and form maybe,
And the courage to risk his neck to night.
Only an acrobat, hailed with glee,
Playing a reckless game with life.
Only the joy of the world to me,
The glory, the sunshine! I am his wife !
See, as he lightly bounds in the ring,
How his eyes seek mine thro' the thousands here ;
If you look for the soul of this tinsalled thing,
In that quick last glance it is shining clear.
Gracefully hand over hand he goes,
To a giddy height amid ropes and beams ;
While the lace I have wrought on his tunic of rose,
In the glare of gaslight glistens and gleams.

On the slender bar lie is swinging to and fro,
In a hundred poses of strength or grace;
And a waltz goes up from the band below,
And the audience seems but one upturned face.
It is "all the old thing," yet-my heart beats fast,
And my fingers grip the back of the chair;
One terrible leap remains - the last !
My soul makes its nightly half-shuddering prayer.
Can I ever get used to it ! Damp and chill
Is my brow, and the stifled heavy breath
Seems warning my heart to "be still, be still."
Now ! Now is the moment! Life or Death ?
How my brain swims round, and yet thro' it all
I await the applause which will make me glad.
Instead—a cry—the thud of a fall!
A darkness blinding !—Or am I mad ?
And meaningless words are whispered around,
' , Dying," "His wife over there," ''Poor girl 1"
I laugh at the foolishly empty sound,
About me , the whisperers sway and whirl !
Close here at my feet lies a man who sleeps ;
He is clad -in a tunic of silver and rose ;
Close here at my feet a crimson tide creeps
Over his curved pale lips it flows.
And I, who am I, to be lingering here ?
The cows in the pastures wandering roam ;
I must lead them up by the brooklet clear,
And haste to the mother who sits at home.
On the lower meadow the deep dews lie,
The hawthorne blossoms are heaped like snow ;
How quickly the night falls o'er earth and sky,
And some one is calling me, I must go.

—Anon.
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IMMORTAL PANSIES.
T an elegant lunch given by Mrs. Cleveland at the White House in honor of Miss
Hastings, the President's niece, sixty of the
leading young ladies of Washington were present. At each plate was a corsage bouquet of
pansies, of all shades from the most delicate
lavender to the richest royal purple, interspersed with those.of bright gold. The viands
were of the richest ; but no wine was offered,
as Mrs. Cleveland does not drink it, nor will
she offer it to her guests.
Oh beautiful pansies, in royal robes
Of richest purple and highest gold !
You could not smile on a lovelier scene,
Or grace the court of a fairer queen,
Than when you greeted this winsome band,
And by your fragrance the welcome told
To each youthful guest, who joyed to come
To her gracious hostess' honored home.
No presence or breath of wine was there
To drown with its strength your rare per fume;
But fresh and pure from the hand which gives
The flowers, and their mission to bless our lives,
Your sweetness in praise was wafted wide ;
And to you is given immortal bloom.
But the fairest flower of that radiant scene
Was our thoughtful pansy, our nation's queen.
—Union Signal.
[Contributed.]

A GERMAN HOUSE.
E had been reading Professor Hausrath's
"Klytia", and in our historic zeal we had
hunted up the Heidenloch, where she had her
perilous adventure, and the Witch Tower,
where she spent that other dreadful night.
Now we wanted to see the old convent—the
Stift—where she went to school, and where the
old abbess and Dr. Paul schemed and worked.
"But there's nothing left of it except the chapel," our Heidelberg friends told us,"and you can't
get into that, since for fourteen years it has
been part of a private residence. But you can
see the outside of it ; and there is a very good
restaurant." There is always a restaurant in
Germany, wherever a fine view or an historic
association makes native or foreign patronage
probable ; and it is partly owing to this fact,

and to the good roads and the frequent wayside seats, that the weak-kneed American falls
easily into the German fashion of long walks.
And the walk to Stift Neuberg is one of the
prettiest about Heidelberg. It follows the
windings of the Neckar and gives one a succession of lovely views of the castle 'and the
hills beyond. The first touch of autumn was
on the slopes and against the pale sky, acrosswhich the veriest ghosts of clouds were floating ; the mountains rose in green and gold,
here and there a bit of Canadian ivy lighting their darkness with a line of fire. Wepassed the pretty house where the learned
author of our novel lives, and wondered icily
whether the problems of early Church history
or the plot of a new novel were engaging his
pen. There is an incongruity, to an American
mind, in a grave professor doing such work as
this last ; but the romantic charm of "Klytia"
is all interwoven with historic fact, and the
picture it gives of German life in the mingled
time after Luther is not less complete in detail
because fancy gilds its dark realities. Calvinist,
Lutheran, and Romanist fought here as elsewhere ; and the market-square of Heidelberg,
overlooked by Frau Belier's beautiful house,
saw the execution of a Palatinate Servetus. It
could not have been a joyous life, with religious
troubles always on hand and witchcraft and
and torture- tower in view ; but the tides of
love and faith rose and fell then as now to the
needs of the weakest human heart.
The Convent Mill is a restaurant, of course,
and a pretty one, where one sits in green
arbors and the sufficient refreshments of cake
and coffee may be had for seven cents. We
could hardly have spent our money more
thriftily, for this small outlay gave us the
right to linger in our arbor as long as we
pleased, looking out on the streams of light
and shade chasing each other over the distant dark-blue summits, over the Neckar and
and the large boats, which, propelled with a
pole by a red-bloused workman standing almost erect at the prow, made an almost Venetian effect for our fancy. But we wished to
get a nearer view of the old chapel, a pictur-
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esque Gothic building half buried in ivy, and so
we took an open path back of the high stone
wall which enclosed the grounds. The house
was invisible ; one had only a sense of its aristocratic privacy behind that ivy-covered wall ;
but the trickling mill-stream and the wide
pasture beyond, where men and women were
cutting grass and heaping it on wagons drawn
by cows, made a sufficient picturesqueness
for us. And, if nature alone was a little
thin there were plenty of historic memories, if
we chose to recall them. This convent six
hundred years ago was a monastery ; then a
certain palsgrave, wanting a settlement for his
daughter, turned the monks out and put the
nuns in ; then, after Luther, it was reformed—
with infinite difficulty—from the obstinate nuns,
if "Klytia" is to be believd ; a century later,
suppressed entirely ; then given to the Jesuits ;
and it is now the home of an old and wealthy
family,—a new baron,—given to trade, and
with commercial connections from Rome to
Manchester, where the son of the house now
lives. We had no expectation of seeing this
German home ; but presently we rounded a
corner and came on a delightful great bastion
crimson with ivy ; another appeared presently,
and, beyond, a group of workmen gathering
apples. The temptation was too much. We
drew near, and having made our wish to see
the chapel known, we were goodnaturedly
directed to a delightful arched gateway near.
A mysterious monogram was on the key-stone
without, and a Byzantine Madonna, before
which generations of nuns had doubtless
crossed themselves, was within. The house
framed three sides of the court where we stood,
and all the family curtains were bleaching on
the grass.
Our ring at a side-door was answered by a servant so polite and so well dressed that at first
we were not sure he was one. Could we see
the chapel ? He would see. He dis'appeared ;
he returned, and led us up a winding stair
guarded by a tall clock which would make the
fortune of an antiquary. We supposed we
were to see only the chapel : so the surprise
was the more delightful when he threw open a

IOI

door and announced, "The library." Two
charming rooms full of books and pictures and
the nameless trifles wealth gathers in such
places, and, the length of the two, a broad
balcony on which the long windows opened.
Then first one felt the scholarly solitude, for
the court on which the rooms looked was shut
in by high trees, and the wall nearly as high,
and only the plash of a tiny fountain made
musical the deep stillness. It was an ideal
study,—not splendid, but rarely comfortable.
A smaller room adjoining was built out of the
chapel, and had the pointed roof, the groined
arches, and the narrow windows as of old. It
was large enough only for table, chair and
sofa ; but here Goethe lived and wrote in the
visit he made to Heidelberg, and the room
keeps his name.
But of the chapel we had come to see, only
the choir keeps its ancient use. It is the tiniest
and trimmest chapel imaginable, seating perhaps twenty persons in its dim, religious light.
The cosiest of confessionals is on one side,—a
delightful privacy in which to confess one's
sins,—and adjoining, probably of old a part of
it—for it would be small sisterhood that could
be accommodated in that sanctuary,—is a great
salon. The low-raftered ceiling made it homelike despite its size, and from each of the deep
Roman-arched windows there were lovely
views. If this was, indeed, as the servant said,
the abbess's parlor, it was a royal one for those
days ; and if the carved oak furniture, in the
best taste of the early Renaissance, belonged,
as he added, to the same time, she had certainly not to complain of the privations of her position. One likes to fancy her, indeed, a goodhumored hausfrau, living the easy life permitted
to nuns in the sixteenth century, and safe in
her picturesque seclusion from the strife of
tongues in Heidelberg.
Against the walls were cases full of Etruscan and Greek antiquities ; the tables were
loaded with portfolios of sketches and engravings, rare books, and bits of Black Forest
carving. Family portraits were on the walls,
and beyond was a pretty salon, with piano and
more pictures. This was indeed getting into
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the heart of a home, and had we had the
pleasure of the Frau Baronin's acquaintance
we should hardly have seen so much of her
house. Indeed, the only shadow on our pleasure was the sense of intrusion which haunted
us after the servant said that the "high lord
and lady" were at home. Everything had so
much the air of being used and lived in that it
seemed as if the latter might step in at any
moment ; and, good-humored as she looked in
her portrait,—taken at seventeen, and throwing a fearful light by its costume on her present age,—we did not care for so dramatic a
turn to our _sight-seeing.
But it was the simplicity of everything
which most struck us. Marbles and bronzes
and Tanagra figurines, rare books and fine pictures, and a thousand dainty trifles which
meant unlimited means, and, withal, bare floors
and curtains and furniture such as any prosperous grocer's wife with us might afford. Everything spoke of a refined and quiet life, nothing
of fashion or ostentation. Its key-note was
simplicity, and plainly the new coat of arms
does not disturb the baron's bank-acCount.
But in that simplicity is the true German flavor.
Palaces here are bourgeois, and noblemen's
houses much below the ideas of rich Americans,
and half the charm of life in the Fatherland lies
in this combination of plain living and high
thinking. We may be sure that the Frau
Baronin thinks it no detraction from her dignities to order her house with a discretion which
descends to the items of the grocer's account
and a personal superintendence of the pudding ;
and one suspects that in these homely virtues
she is the legitimate heir of the very matter-offact abbess of "Klytia."
F. F. W.
For the Campus.

ANTI-FRATERNITIES.
HE article which appeared some time ago
in THE CAMPUS was certainly a credit to
its author, and a eulogy upon the organization
which it attempted to uphold.
Indeed, as I perused the manuscript, so

-

beautifully written, I was almost convinced
that I had been deprived of one of the best .
educational facilities that the college passessed..
But after a more careful examination, I came
to the conclusion that, however oratorically it
was penned, it was void of facts, which are thebasis of true argument.
Why our Frat. brother should in one breath
inform his readers that it seems to him useless
to endeavor to enlighten the mind of the nonFrat. concerning the aims and mysteries of theGreek world, when he has never gazed upon the
heavenly bodies of which she is composed, and
in the next say, "However secret they may
seem to be, they are not what they seem in this
respect," and bring forward arguments by which
he desires to establish the latter, I cannot
understand; and the reader will pardon me if I
ask him to be his own judge in giving evidence
to the two statements.
"That they are beneficial to colleges, is a
fact well known." In support of this, he gives
his own personal experience. Stating that he
knows students who have remained in college
who would not have done so had they not
been members of the Fraternities, I should be
happy if there were not another side to this.
I, too, am intimately acquainted with young
men who, on account of these societies, have
sought college homes elsewhere, and know
others at present who will not return to Allegheny next year, preferring to mingle with
those who can realize good and noble qualities,
whether they appear within the cloak of
secrecy or of. liberty.
Certainly the words of Dr. McCosh, of Princeton College, should have great weight upon
the subject under discussion, who said: "If ye
can chase secret societies out of colleges, ye'll
do a good thing. We did it eight years ago."
Since that time his students have increased
from three or four hundred to six hundred of
intelligent young men.
You ask, as a favor, I suppose, that Fraternities should not be condemned for the action
of its members, and what they, as an organization, rejoice over. Your entreaty was placed
in elegant, sentences, but in them you admit
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that these societies do those things which
should be censured by all true students.
Upon this admission I ask every Greek
who may consider this article worthy of perusal, if within his own heart he does not know
that he is one of those individuals to whom the
gentleman referred ?
I do not desire to single out any Fraternity
and condemn it, as they are all prompted by
the same motives, and every one of them, not
excepting the society to which my Greek
opponent belongs, as a body, has entered the
political arena.
These organizations tend to divide the students into bodies which you may say have a
lack of courtesy towards each other,. on account of which they render themselves insensible to the rights of others; or if they they still
recognize them, have not the moral courage to
act accordingly. And if it were not for personal reflections, I should here insert an example, but do not desire to do so unless it is
necessary to support the assertion.
Again, they tend to deter the progress of
morals, rather than assist in upbuilding them.
There are only two ways by which the morals
of mankind can be improved. The first is to
make it more and more the interest of each to
conform to that of the others ; the second is
to dispel the ignorance which prevents persons
from seeing their true interests.
Fraternities are directly opposd to this, as
they limit your associates, or are the cause
which leads you to be in company with your
Frat. brother upon all •occasions, by which
your mind becomes narrowed in its held of
sympathy. Considering these facts, I am still
convinced that these organizations are productive of more evil than good.
The February number of The College Transcript, Delaware, 0., contains the constitution
of the Athletic Association. The Association
desires to build a gymnasium and fit it up with
the proper appliances. We wish them success
in their undertaking. We feel interested, as
we are engaged in the same work at our own
college.

ell
The editorial writer of the Thielensian seems
to think it necessary to come to the rescue of
the much-abused and slandered England. He
says, "Although England sometimes does
wrong, what other nation can compare with
her ?" and further, "The downfall of England
would be a great calamity to us." It is for
American citizens to ask that question, and
are we to submit to indignities from her simply
because we speak the same language and because we had our origin from her. We do not
seek the downfall of England. We only ask
to be treated in conformity to international
law. We do not need to be treated with kindness. We only ask justice, and to have accorded to us the same consideration which we
accord to her.
The exchange editor of the Wooster Collegian evidently does not favor an inter-collegiate press association. He urges that organization in so many branches of college work
is apt to distract students; and that, although
co-operation would be beneficial, the best mode
of procedure would be to study the systems
and methods in the journals themselves. We
do not altogether agree with him. If organization is promotive of good results in one
branch of college work, we cannot doubt, until it has been proven ineffectual, that it will
be successful in all others. The sooner college
journals begin to be conducted according to
one general system, working together for
mutual advantage, the sooner they will be felt
as an active, moving force in the educational.
world. The aim of nature is organization, and
when organization is prevalent in all branches_
of college work, then may we hope for the best
results. The exchange department can, tosome extent, be made the means for accomplishing this end. But it is without theprovince of the exchange man to form plans
for conducting college journals. He can only
make suggestions, whether for better or for
worse, and those are very apt not to be well
received.
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Is fencing a proper exercise for young ladies ?
The Physics class, having completed Electricity, last Friday began the subject of Heat.
Table board at Hulings Hall averaged $1.93
a week last month. Is this decrease due to
the earlier breakfast hour ?
We want to call the attention of the Fraternity editor that the A 0 Fow is a local Fraternity and not a "Society."
Melodious sounds continue to issue from the
chapel at almost all hours of the day and
night. Look out for some roof-lifting next
Tuesday evening.
We understand that one of the students and
his "gal" at the "Gypsy Baron" \vent out between acts to get refreshments. Was it a
proper thing to do ?
Dunn says his chair in Chapel has only three
legs. This is too bad. We would suggest that
he send for some faith-cure 1VI. D's., and sec if
one can't be prayed on.
Dr. Hamnett would like to have a large
number of books which have been out over
time, returned. If you will take back the book
you have out, all will be gathered in without
trouble.
The announcement of Dr. Wheeler that this
term would close a week earlier than had been
intended, brought joy to many a weary student. The vacation will begin the 24th inst.,
and College will reopen April 5.
The heavens these fine evenings are very attractive to the lovesick lads and lassies, and
they can be found loose, or rather tied in a
bow-knot, on all the walks around the College. N. B. No personal allusions
We took the following from the wall of the
entrance to the dining hall:—"Lost, Strayed or
Stolen Anyone giving information concerning
a pair of rubbers taken from the Hall will con—

fer a favor on the undersigned by so doing, as
the said undersigned's finances are pretty low
at present, and he cannot afford to buy a new
pair.—E. A. Hersperger."
The ice on Lake George has been a very inviting place for the preps to amuse their infantile minds—and feet=during the past week ;
and it has not been neglected, either.
What do the ministers mean ? When Dr.
Wheeler asked the question in the Literature
class how many had not read the Pilgrim's
Progress, the only responses were by three
children of Methodist ministers
We were somewhat surprised the other day
to learn that H. C. Carr had been inquiring in
one of his recitations how beer bottles were
made. What use he can possibly make of
such information is a query to us.
The Delta walking match in Richmond Hall
last week was not as well attended as it would
have been had they had it announced in chapel;
but nevertheless, it was a grand success in
"knocking out" the contestants. Heiser was
successful.
It is with great pleasure we chronicle the
fact that the last issue of the CAMPUS, or something else, has done its work, and the muddiest places on the campus have been supplied
with walks. We return thanks to Dr. 'Wheeler
and Levi Bird.
With the end of this term will expire the
time in which the CAMPUS can be had for a
dollar and a quarter. The days of grace are
numbered, and if you want the advantage of
the lower price you must pay now. F. M.
Kerr or any of the editors will take your cash.
On Saturday evening, the 26th of February,
the Misses Miller, Merchant, Brundage, Fradenburgh, Wilkenson and Rice, the only remaining members of the once flourishing B. V.
S. Society, held their annual reunion at Rulings Hall. Although at first sad, on account
of their decrease in numbers, finally pleasant
recollections triumphed, the gloom was dis-
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pelled, and a feast of wit—and other eatables
—followed. We did not succeed in getting a
copy of the menu, but are informed that it was
very elaborate.
Levi Bird evidently thinks the Chicago girl
attends Allegheny College. When cautioned
to put the boards of our new walks far enough
apart to prevent the ladies getting their feet
fastened between them, he Jell about eight
inches space and asked if that would be enough.
Such innocence is wonderful.
A heavy scheme which didn't work, was attempted by the defeated side in the contest
for llegheny Society representative. Several
of the younger members were invited to a free
supper at Saegertown on the evening of the
election, but they "caught on" and did not go.
Try something not so patent next time.
E. B. Heckel has hit upon a happy plan to
keep his singing book at his seat in the chapel.
He has attached to it a cord and has tied the
other end of the aforementioned cord to one
of the columns which support the ceiling. A
lack of columns is all that prevents every student from resorting to the same expedient.
We would call the attention of the proper
persons, whoever they may be, of the inability
to ventilate the chapel when it is full of people. At all contests it is very uncomfortable
for the audience and more than uncomfortable
for the performers, who can by no means do
themselves justice when speaking in a room
where the air is entirely unfit for breathing
purposes. Some means ought to be devised
by which the windows can be lowered from the
top, at least. Let attention be given to this
before the next contest.
Several young ladies at the Hall desiring to
learn to fence, the French foil master of th
College was asked if lie would act as their instructor, and consented. Then it happened
to come into the minds of the applicants that
it might be a good idea to see if the consent of
the management of the Hall could be obtained. Their request was presented, and, after
being considered for several days, it was

brought before the honorable faculty at its last
regular meeting. After a long discussion of
the question, pro and con, the evidence on
both sides was weighed and it was found, we
are sorry to say, that the negative was the
heavier. And so the ladies will continue to
use the broom handle and rolling pin as weapons of defense.
For the first time in several years the artillery has been firmly organized and given its
proper place in the military department. The
battery is under command of Lieut. D. M.
Wise. Section A. has been organized and
drilled, and Section B. will commence regular
drill after the Spring vacation. Section A. is
composed of the following men : gunner, Sergeant C. L. Smith cannoneers, No. 1, Christy,
No. 2, Gibson, No. 3, Nash, No. 4, Bentley,
No. 5, Whitfield, No. 6, Bowman, No. 7, Wise- man. The uniform of the artillerymen is the
neatest of any in the department, and is distinguishing. The only public appearance of
the battery as yet was made on Washington's
Birthday, when at noon a National salute Was
fired on the campus below Hulings Hall.
WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW

Why we have no glee club.
Who the schemers are in Philo Society.
Why the Freshman paper don't loom up.
Why so many schemes are being worked.
Why more alumni don't take the CAMPUS.
Who can I.eat C. L. Smith telling fish stories.
Who serenaded the Hall ladies last Wednesday night.
How much the assessment on CAMPUS stock
is to be per share.
Why persons owing the Athletic Associa
tion don't pay up.
What young gentleman is teaching the
Hulings Hall ladies to c:ance.
Why the battalion is not made compulsory
for one year of.a student's course.
Why it take the south-west table in the
dining room so )11_,)- to get through.
Why a certain young man always passes
from the storm door at the Hall, wiping his

lips.
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The evening of February 28th was the
regular time for the Annual High Jinks of the
Rainbow Club, which festival was accordingly
celebrated then by a Royal Banquet at Rulings Hall. A sumptous feast was spread.
The mystic banners of the R. C. was appended
to the back of each chair at the table. Owing
to the tardiness of the presiding officer, the
Grand Spectrum, there was some delay in getting seated at the festal board; but when once
there, the revellers did ample justice to the
repast. Only one incident occurred to mar
the pleasure of the occasion. Some persons
showed their good breeding by an attempt to
add to the bill of fare some gum overshoes via
transum. They (which, the persons or the
overshoes ?—Comp.) were ably attended to
by the Supreme Lightning Flash, who was
there to keep order. We hope to be able to
give in our next the result of the semi-annual
election of officers which took place soon after
the festival of High Jinks.
A poet named Crashan, in Civil War times,
Wrote a poem called "Wishes," in very good rhymes,
Which was not at all strange, as no one will gainsay
Who remembers that man's making wishes all day.
When I read it, I wished for a score of nice things;
That I might be a laureate poet who sings
To the diademed monarchs, who sit upon thrones—
And not to the vulgar, who praise but with groans.
As I walked me along through the mud and the rain—
Through that part of the campus they call "Lover's Lane,"
My wishes o'erpowered me, so thick did they rise
And float in the mist-laden air 'fore my eyes.

At this interesting juncture, one of the cogwheels of our poet's machine became obstinate
and positively refused to work, so we are compelled to tell the remainder of the poet's story
in sober prose. As near as we can gather from
his jerky and incoherent description, he was in
despair as to how he might satisfy all his desires, and was doubtless impressed with a sense
-of the justice of Johnson's work on "The Vanity
.of Human Wishes." While thus vainly engaged, he noticed that some board-walks had
been laid on the more muddy parts of the campus, a fact which at once relieved him of his
heavy burden; for; with those walks at last in
place, what further could the mind of man,
-

even of such a superior order of beings as poets,
desire ? What wish could assume importance
great enough to occupy, for an instant, any
human intellect when the end and aim of existence had been achieved ? [N. B.—The poet
has been placed on half allowance of dried
herring and angel's food until he repairs the
machine, which he says will be done next
week.—Ed.]
On the evening of the 22d ult. the ladies of
Hulings Hall tendered to the Faculty and students of the College a reception. It was out
of the usual run of such affairs in that, pursuant to the spirit of the occasion, it was a
Martha Washington reception. Lady Washington of course was there, in all her dignity
and old-time grandeur, the character being
finely impersonated by Miss Snyder. While the
reception was given by Lady W., it was on the
occasion and in honor of her illustrious husband's birthday anniversary, so Mr. C. L. Smith
was asked to take the part of the "Father of
his Country," which he did. By a singular
psychological (or something like that) anomaly
the immortal G. W. as a hewer of cherry trees,
was represented by Mr. Kaiser in a manner
which made the youthful, truthful boy the cynosure of all eyes. Messrs. Wallace and Dawson, appropriately costumed, took the part of
pages. The guests were announced to General and Lady Washington as they entered, and
anything quite so exquisitely exact as the compound, comminuted, double-back-action, complexified bow as the one with which that worthy couple received the newcomers has not
been seen in college for several years. Many
noted Revolutionary characters were present,
from Paul Jones, fresh from winning laurels of
greenest hue, to John Jay, with his new treaty
in his hand, and Burr and Hamilton, ready to
slay each other. The costumes were all becoming, those of the ladies showing that much
time and care had been spent on them. The
occasion was a delightful one, not the least interesting occurrences being Miss Rice's reading and Miss Douglass' recitation. To close,
we can only echo Oliver Twist when he said :
"More !"
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Prsonal.
Dr. Williams was in Pittsburgh over Sunday,
the 20th ult.
M. A. Rigg spent several days last week
with college friends.
M. R. Stevenson was away from college a
few days last week.
F. A. Sayers visited his sister (?) in Ohio,
several days recently.
L. V. Grove, ex-86, spent Sunday, the 27th
ultimo, with college friends.
David M. Wise spent the week, Feb. 21-28,
at his home in Girard, Ohio.
Dr. Luccock lectured last Saturday before
the Y. M. C. A. Convention at Oil City.
C. B. Kistler, ex-'87, of Warren, Ohio, was
in the city attending the Delta Pow-wow.
T. B. Allison has decided to graduate this
year and has been placed in the SeQior class.
C. E. Newkirk spent the week of Washington's birthday at his home in West Middlesex.
D. W. Howell attended the Y. M. C. A.
Convention at Oil City as the delegate from
the college branch.
From too close confinement to his work, F.
B. Miner is under the weather. Hope you may
*soon be around, Frank.
Lilian Fradenburgh left for her home in Oil
City last Friday. She will not return this
term, and may not be back next.
The Rev. Crook, of Delaware, Ohio, spent
several days last week with his daughter, the
assistant preceptress at Hulings Hall.
Miss Harriet Reitze has returned from the
convention of Kappa Alpha Theta at Madison, Indiana. She reports a very pleasant time.
A. I. Goodfriend delivered his lecture on the
"Future of the Jews" in the Stone Church on
Sunday evening, Feb. 27. The church was
packed, and all were pleased.
Marie Wilkens(); has returned to college.
Our statement in the last issue that she might
not return for some time was incorrect, the
fault of the person informing us.

A movement is on foot to have a prize for an
inter-society oration contest, open to contestants from each of the college societies. It is
to be hoped it will succeed.
The new officers in Allegheny are : Speaker,
Pickett; attorney, Proper; recording clerk,
Wakefield; critics, Bray and Luccock; chaplain, Rutter; sergeant, Bignell.
At the last meeting of Ossoli the election of
their society representative was held. The
contest was not as exciting as it has been in
years past, as there was but one candidate,
Gertrude M. Merchant, and she, of course, was
chosen.
New officers took their position in PhiloFranklin, last Friday evening. They are
President, C. L. Smith; vice president, Foster;
secretary, Carr; treasurer, Elliot; .critics, Allison, Dobson, Marquis; corresponding secretary,
Whitfield; sergeant, Varner.
The election of society representative in
Allegheny Society took place last Friday
night. The contest was quite exciting, and
resulted in favor of B. B. Pickett. After adjournment, Ben did the elegant by taking his
constituents to the city and giving them a pread.
We beg the pardon of Athens that we did
not notice in the last issue their election of
orator. Francis Asbury Sayers was the lucky
man, and, after the election, set it up to all
who voted for him. The election was conducted in a peaceable manner, and without the
deadlock which is usual in that worthy society.
Philo-Franklin and Allegheny Societies have
appointed committees to prepare a constitution
to govern their inter-society contests. From
this it would seem that these contests were an
established thing and had come to stay. We
believe that a contest once in a while stimulates both societies engaged, but to have one
yearly means that the election of contestants
will degenerate into politics and the contests
will be the bore of Commencement week. Let
us have them not too frequently.
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ANVIL
The fraternity goat is having quite a rest.
The representation of our fraternities in the
Senior class is as follows : Kappa Alpha
Theta, 2 ; Phi Gamma Delta, 3 ; Phi Kappa
Psi, 2 : Phi Delta Theta, 2.
Mr. C. W. Fuller, '86, arrived in town Saturday, and will remain several days among his
Phi Gamma Delta brothers. "Clip." is always
welcome and hailed with pleasure by his many
college friends and brothers.
Miss Harriet Reitze who represented Mu
Chapter, at the biennial convention of Kappa
Alpha Theta held, at Madison, Ind., under the
auspices of the Hanover College chapter, has
returned and reports a very interesting convention and an exceedingly pleasant time.
With one exception, all the chapters of the
fraternity were represented.
The Penna. Delta of .Phi Delta Theta have
sent out among the sister chapters, a circular
letter containing full statistics concerning membership since 1883. The intent of the letter is
to bring into closer communication the active
chapters and keep them posted as to the whereabouts and doings of the recent alumni. It is
certainly an admirable scheme and will prove
very beneficial to the fraternity.
There was quite a stir among the A. 0. Fow
boys last week, so great that everybody knew
that something was on the tapis, which would
surprise the college world. Sunday morning the announcement was made that the
famous German letter society was a thing of
the past, and that in its place had come Pennsylvania Omega chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. The chapter was organized
by Prof. John Focht and William O'Neil, '87, of
Mt. Union College. There are eleven charter
members and the new Frat. bids fair to lead a
highly successful career. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
is largely a Southern organization, counting
among its honored members, Speaker Carlisle
and Secretary Lamar, and publishing a monthly magazine, The Record.

At the anuual meeting of the Alumni Association, last spring, the committee on the erection of a building to be used as the headquarters of Allegheny College, on the Chautauqua Assembly Grounds, reported progress.
At that time, the amount of the subscription
had reached somewhat over three hundred
dollars. Committees were appointed to receive
additional funds in order that the building
might be completed in time for the next
Assembly.
That it is a good and noble scheme all will
conced.e Our college, with the high standing
she has held in the past, and with the bright
and prosperous future ahead of her, deserves
nothing more than that she have a building on
the Assembly Grounds, which will be an honor
to the College and a credit to the alumni. The
advantage to be derived from such an enterprise are varied and numerous. It will not
only be a place where the students and alumni
can meet and renew old acquaintances, and
feel that they are not intruding upon anyone's
hospitality ; but, beyond this, it will advertise
our college and make her known to all of the
thousands that visit the grounds .
We hope that the alumni will take hold of
this with renewed energy and have the building
erected sometime .before the next Assembly.
In fact, we think it the duty that every alumni
owes to his Alma Mater, to lend his assistance.
.

At a recent meeting the Athenians added
ten men to 'their list of members. The list is:
Messrs. Chas. and L. E. White, Bird, Boyd,
Brown, Liebendorfer, Carr, Gamble, Noss, and
Hamilton. A very good addition, both in
quantity and quality.
Among the students who attended the Y.
M. C. A. Convention at Oil City were E. B.
Heckel, F. A. Sayers, Henry Espy, A. I. Goodfriend, and F. M. Kerr.
Jennie Foster visited her brother, Henry,
several days last week.

